A b s tra c t Effective scatter correction techniques are required to account for errors due the high scatter fraction seen in positron volume imaging (PVI). To be effective, the correction techniques must be accurate and practical, but they also must not add excessively to the statistical noise in the image. We have invesligated the noise added by three correction methods: a convolutionlsubtraction method; a method that interpolates the scatter from the events outside the object; and a dual energy window method with and without smoothing of the scatter estimate.
INTRODUCTION
A major motivation for the removal of septa in positron imaging is the improvement in the statistical characteristics of images due to the increased number of events detected for a given activky in the object. The signal to noise ratio in an image pixel is related to (the square root of) the variance in the projection pixels that contribute to its value [l] . This variance depends on the total couiits, including true, scattered and random events. The increased scatter fraction associated with volume imaging thus increases the variance of the measured data relative to the number of true events, reducing the gains due to increased sensitivity. In spite of this, substantial improvements can be realized[2, 31 , provided 1;he processing methods required for volume imaging do not further increase the variance.
Some form of scatter reduction or correction is generally considered necessary if quantitatively accurate results are to be obtained from PVI. While methods to reduce ' This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (grant AXOZO) and the Centre for Systems Science, Simon Fraser University.
the number of scattered events in the measured data have been proposed [4] , most methods correct the measured data by removing estimates of the scattered events [5, 6, 7, 81 . These correction methods can, at best, remove expected number of scattered events, leaving the variance of the corrected data unchanged from that in the total measured data. In practice, some additional noise is generally added. Testing of scatter correction methods has usually focused on their accuracy in estimating the unscattered data on average [9, 10, 113, without explicitly considering the statistical noise that they add to the final image.
EFFECT O F SCATTER CORRECTION
Scatter correction methods generally add statistical noise because the (possibly implicit) estimates of scatter are themselves based on measured data. We have examined the noise adding characteristics of three types of scatter correction methods that use different sets of measured values to estimate the true data, namely convolution/subtraction, interpolation from events outside the object, and dual energy window subtraction.
The convolution/subtraction method calculates an estimate of the scatter in each projection pixel based on the (weighted) counts in the neighbourhood of the pixel. The scatter is then subtracted from the measured pixel value. Since the scatter kernel for positron volume imaging has a broad, fairly flat distribution, the fractional standard deviation of the scatter estimate in each pixel IS related to the counts over a large region of the 2D projection plane, and its variance is thus small compared to the variance in a single pixel.
As an example of the size of error expected, f he standard deviation of the scatter estimate as a fraction of the true counts was calculated to be less than 0.008 at the centre of the field of view for each iteration, for the scatter kernel and source distribution described in the next section. The variance of the true count estimate at the centre is then 1.00007 * >ar[co] for one iteration (where co is the total number of counts in the pixel).
The interpolation method estimates scatter in the projection by scaling a simple function to best fit all pixels outside the object boundary. Again the scatter estimate 0018-9499/94$04.00 0 1994 IEEE is based on a relatively large region so the variance of the estimate will be small. In this method, though, the region used is smaller and contains fewer counts than that used is dependent on the relative sizes of the object and field of view. e
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The standard deviation as a fraction of the true counts for the interpolation method described in the next section was estimated to be 0.02. The sponding pixel of a projection collected in a second, lower energy window. The variance added by the correction method is related to the variance of a single pixel and so we can expect it to be worse than for the other methods.
We will examine the method in more detail to determine the effect on variance. 
Dual Energ,y Window Method
The dual energy method outlined here was developed by Grootoonk et a1 [7] . Predetermined ratios of events in the two energy windows are used to improve the accuracy of the correction over simple scaled subtraction methods.
The ratios used are RSc, = sil/si and Runs,, = ti,/ti; where ti and si are the true and scattered counts in pixel i for the photopeak window and ti, and sil are the same for the lower energy window. The underlying assumption is that these ratios are dependent only on the position of pixel i.
The true counts in pixel i, ti, can then be determined from the total counts in the photopeak window, ci, and the total counts in the lower energy window, c i , , by
In practice, ci and ci, are measured quantities, and equation l produces an estimate of ti with a variance dependent on the variance of the measured values. The variance of the estimate is given by Ratios determined by Monte Carlo simulation (described in the next section) for the centre of the field of view were R,,, = 0.60 and Runs,, = 0.35 and, for the test cylinders, co, x 0 . 4~0 ; resulting in variance at the centre of the field of view of about 12 x var[co].
The dual energy window approach has several attractive features, including computational simplicity and intrinsic compensation for scatter from activity outside the field of view, which make it (desirable to find a solution to the variance problem. Att,empting to improve the noise performance of the method by smoothing the lower energy window data, however. presents additional problems. The lower energy window contains a significant number of unscattered events, which do not have the slow changing characteristics of scattered events. In the example abovc', over 65% of the events in the lower energy window pixc3i are unscattered. Smoothing the lower energy window data results in artifacts near edges in the image due to the blurring of these unscattered events.
In addition to the artifact problem, the variance inrreasc remains high after smoothing the lower energy window projections. Even if the variance of the lower window data were reduced to zero, the variance would still be increase,' by a factor Of ( Rsc* "" -Run,,* ) 2 (5.7 111 the example above).
An alternative approach is to rearrange equation 1 into the form:
The useful feature of this form is t,hat the fractional terrri corresponds to the scatter in the photopeak window, which is smoothly distributed in the projection. By isolating this component we may generate scatter projections that cat1 be smoothed without smoothing the unscattered data. The resulting smoothed scatter values can then be subt,racted pixel by pixel from the the total counts to give the estimated true counts. The dual energy window method was applied to syn--thetic (noise free) projections of a cylindrical source wittL the lower energy window smoothed and with the scat,-ter estimate smoothed. Figure 1 compares the true data with the projections corrected using the two approaches to smoothing. The overshoot artifact can be seen at the edgc: of the cylinder corrected with a srnoot,hed lower energy window. The artifact is eliminated when the calculated scatter is smoothed instead. The noise performance of thc dual energy window method without smoothing and with smoothing of the scatter estimate will be described in the: following sections. 
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TEST METHODS
The correction methods were tested by applying them to each of 128 projections generated by Monte Carlo simulation of a cylindrical flood source in a water cylindw. The expected number of events (scattered and unscattered) is the same for each projection because of circular symmetry, but the statistical noise in each projection is independent so the set of projections can be used as a sample from which the statistical noise properties of the corrected data can be estimated.
The scattering medium was an extended 8.5 cm radius water cylinder centred i n the field of view. The source distribution was a uniform cylindrical flood with radius 8 cm, restricted to the axial field of view. The tomograph geometry approximated that of the Siemens ECA'I' 953B. The model of energy resolution was based on BGO block detectors, with 75% of the detected gamma rays assigned to a gaussian distributed photopeak (20% FWHM) and the remaining events distributed uniformly across lower energies. Figure 2 shows ];he resulting spectrum for a 511 keV gamma ray generated by Monte Carlo simulation.
Since the object of this work was to examine noise performance, the methods wcre tailored to the scattering object and source distribution. While this approach results in idealized correction for the expected scatter value in each case, it does not affect the statistical noise performance of the methods.
The convolution/subtraction method iteratively applied a tabulated, spatially invuiant 2D kernel determined by analytic simulation[ 111.
The function used in the interpolation method was determined from the scatter generated by analytic simulation. The 2D interpolating function used was: fi = 1 + cos(nr,/25): where T, is the distance (in cm) of pixel i from the centre of the field of view. To estimate scatter across the projection, this function was scaled by a factor based on the events outside the object boundary.
The dual energy method was described in the previous section. The ratios used were determined by Monte Carlo simulation. In the smoothed scatter variant of'the method, the scatter projections were smoothed by convolution with a 2D gaussian kernel with u = 0.625 cm.
RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
The mean and variance of the central pixels of projections containing all events, unscattered events only, and events corrected each by method are shown in Table 1 for 12 million and 60 million total detected counts. Figure 3 displays the results for the 60 million count case in histogram form.
The mean value for each of the correction methods is very close to the actual mean for the unscattered projections. This is expected since the methods were set up to work well, on average, with the simulated phantom used.
The variances in the true count estimates generated by the convolution/subtraction and the interpolation methods are essentially the same as the variance in the original uncorrected data, which is as good as can be achieved. One would expect that this would extend to other, similar methods using using data from relatively large regions, although convolution with an extremely peaked scatter kernel (such as an exponential function [6] ) could increase the variance to some degree.
The dual energy window method increases the variance in the pixel values by a factor of twelve or more, as predicted. Rearranging the calculation to generate a scatter estimate and smoothing the scatter before subtracting from the total counts improves the factor to less than 1.2. A conservative approach was used in selection of the smoothing function and it is possible that this factor could be reduced further. The smoothing step adds extra computation to the method, but the smoothing kernel is relatively small (13 x 13 here) and the additional computation is not excessive.
The effect of the differences in projection pixel variance can be seen in the reconstructed images. The image cor- rected by the convolution/subtraction method is comparable to the image of the unscattered data, whereas the image corrected by the dual energy window method is considerably degraded. Smoothing the scatter estimate in the modified dual energy window method largely restores the image quality. 
CONCLUSIONS
Although these methods have drawbacks and advantages investigated elsewhere, it is probable that each method would be useful under some set of imaging and cornputational requirements provided it does not add too rnuch to the statistical noise. The convolution/subtraction and interpolation methods implemented did not measurably increase the variance in the projections, but the basic dual energy window method resulted in a large increase in variance. Smoothing the scatter estimate in the dual energy window method provided much improved noise performance without affecting the accuracy of the method. 
